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witnessing the plunder
a report of the MV Greenpeace expedition to
investigate pirate fishing in West Africa

reenpeace is campaigning against pirate
fishing, a global phenomenon which
affects many regions of the world,
especially developing countries. Pirate
fishing is one of the pernicious results of
a situation of exacerbated competition in

the fishing industry. As industrialised countries see their
fish stocks decrease and impose stricter control measures
in their waters, fishing companies and boat owners find
ways to evade the constraints, and displace their
destructive activities to areas where effective control is
absent to continue to supply consumers with their
favourite seafood.

Not only does pirate fishing destroy the marine
environment, it also jeopardises the livelihood of local
fishing communities. Incursions by trawlers in coastal
areas even result in collisions with local canoes and many
fishermen are killed. Pirate fishing also deprives
developing coastal states from much needed earnings.

Pirate fishing can take different forms in different regions
of the world. Sometimes pirate vessels use ‘flags of
convenience’ (FOC) or no flag at all. They also use ‘shell’
companies to hide their owners’ identities. And often,
regardless of the flag they fly, they simply take advantage
of some countries’ inability to patrol their waters and
control their activities.

In April/May 2000, Greenpeace documented activities by
tuna fishing vessels flying flags of convenience in
international waters off Angola1. Measures to combat
these activities are being taken mainly by the
International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic
Tunas as well as some countries such as South Africa and
Japan. In the EU, Spain has started to tackle the problem
and has adopted new legislation to discourage its citizens
from working on board FOC fishing vessels. The EU itself is
finally considering prohibiting the use of public funds to
transfer EU-owned fishing vessels to FOC countries. But
much remains to be done.

In September 2001, Greenpeace followed-up with an at-
sea documentation expedition with the MV Greenpeace
to document pirate fishing activities in the waters off
Sierra Leone and Guinea Conakry and found some FOC
vessels in Guinea Bissau. Between 7 and 14 September, we
found 31 trawlers and 3 reefers (transport vessels)
operating outside any control. Two had no name and two

had two names. Some had their identity hidden. Nine
trawlers had been sighted previously fishing illegally by
the occasional regional aerial surveillance flights.

In a region where effective control and enforcement are
nonexistent, these vessels trawl the bottom of the sea,
catching everything indiscriminately and leaving a
marine desert behind them. They operate in very shallow
waters, sometimes less than one nautical mile from the
coast, and even in the estuaries of rivers.

Those vessels which could be identified (Lloyds Maritime
Information Services - updated October 2001) belong
mainly to Chinese and Korean companies. For those
vessels whose identity and registry could be established,
10 operated under Belize’s flag, the flag of convenience
with the most fishing vessels on its registry2. It is
interesting to note that Belize and some other FOC
countries such as Honduras, responding to growing
international pressure, are in the process of expelling
embarrassing fishing vessels from their registries.
Unfortunately, new FOC countries are emerging, such as
Bolivia, where those vessels find another haven.

To put an end to pirate fishing, a wide range of measures
must be adopted and enforced, based on existing
international instruments3. The EU, as one of the major
fishing powers and markets in the world, must face its
responsibilities as far as its ports, market, companies and
fleets are concerned. It also has the duty to help
developing countries to fight illegal fishing.

Greenpeace calls on the EU to:
• close ports to pirate fishing and support

vessels;
• close its market to pirate-caught fish;
• close or otherwise prevent companies

and nationals from owning or operating
FOC fishing and support vessels;

• extend financial support to developing
countries for fisheries activities control
through EU Development and Co-
operation policy, with particular attention
to the regional dimension of control
operations.
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pillaging the seas
of west africa
For many years, there have been alarming reports on

illegal fishing activities off the coasts of West African

nations. Some fishing vessels operate very close to the

coast, violating the area reserved to local artisanal

fishermen. They come almost up to the beach, and when

fishing at night, they ram small fishing canoes, killing or

injuring people.

On 20 July 2001, Greenpeace took part in an official aerial

surveillance mission organised by the Luxembourg-

funded Surveillance Operations Coordination Unit (SOCU),

based in Banjul (Gambia). The 5 1/2 hour mission covered

the EEZ of Guinea Conakry. After a few minutes, the first

ships were detected. In total 32 fishing vessels and two

reefers (transport vessels) were sighted. Most of them

were bottom trawlers, one of the most destructive fishing

methods, raking everything in their nets. Mile-long trails

of mud could be seen at the surface, indicating the

terrible disturbance taking place underneath.

Approximately half of the ships were big (40-50m) black

trawlers, no name, no flag, no identification whatsoever.

The few with a name had hidden it with nets.

They were fishing for the most valuable species,

cephalopods, shrimp, grouper, sole, killing and discarding

tens of other species in the process. They were also

stealing fish and destroying the livelihood of local

fishermen.

Clearly, the situation needs urgent attention and

Greenpeace decided to send one of its ships, the MV

Greenpeace, to collect visual documentation and

highlight the incredible extent and impact of illegal

fishing and the lack of means to stop it.

Guinea Conakry is particularly vulnerable. Unlike

Mauritania and Senegal, they do not have any patrol

planes or boats (they depend on the few regional

surveillance missions). They only have four rigid-hull

inflatables to patrol their 200-mile exclusive economic

zone. This is an impossible task and the pirates know it.

The neighbouring country, Sierra Leone, is in an even

worse situation as pirates take advantage of war.

In the absence of proper control, pirate fishing activities

in Sierra Leone and Guinea are thriving. Despite the

programmes funded by cooperation agencies (like those

from Luxembourg and Canada) to develop surveillance

and control systems, the situation in these two countries

is deteriorating and the destruction is horrendous.

Moreover, the lack of control in certain countries

undermines management and conservation measures by

neighbouring states.

It is definitely not easy to work in this region. When we

were off the coast of Guinea Conakry filming a group of

trawlers, a small launch with eight people aboard holding

automatic weapons came from behind one of the trawlers.

They wanted to come on board, but as there is a warning

about piracy all along the coast, we steamed away.

The situation in Guinea Conakry and Sierra Leone lends

itself perfectly to illegal fishing activities on a scale we

never witnessed before. Greenpeace hopes that coastal

states of West Africa will be able to establish effective

control mechanisms at regional level with concrete

support from the international community.

vessels sighted
Between 7 and 14 September Greenpeace sighted 31

trawlers and 3 reefers (the full list of vessels sighted is in

annex):

• 8 fishing vessels and 2 reefers are FOC vessels

registered in Belize and 1 mothership in Panama

• 2 fishing vessels had no name

• 2 fishing vessels had 2 names each

• 2 fishing vessels had the same name

• 27 vessels displayed no country or port of registry

• 9 fishing vessels had been sighted previously

engaged in illegal operations by the sub-regional

aerial surveillance.

In addition to the information based on Greenpeace

sightings, sighting information from the infraction

reports from the sub-regional Surveillance Operations Co-

ordinating Unit is availalble. Many vessels sighted by

Greenpeace are repeat offenders.

The use of flags of convenience, the fact that some

vessels had two names or no markings at all, and the use

of very short term licences makes it virtually impossible

to control fishing activities.

VESSEL MARKINGS

The least that can be said is that the markings of all the

vessels we sighted do not conform to the FAO guidelines4.

These guidelines provide a standardized system for the

Unmarked trawler
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identification of fishing vessels and reefers operating, or

likely to operate, in waters of States other than those of

the Flag State; they cover the types of vessels to which

the standards should apply, the proportions of the marks

to be displayed, the placing of the marks and the colours

to be used. It requires for markings to be displayed

“prominently at all times”. Unfortunately, those

guidelines are to be adopted by states only on a voluntary

basis. However, a number of regional fisheries

organisations currently require their implementation.

Needless to say that most of the markings documented

by Greenpeace were totally illegible from an airplane.

Indeed, many sightings reported by the SOCU surveillance

flights do not provide a vessel name.

The SOCU notes that identification of vessels is difficult,

and that it is therefore hard to say whether the vessels

are licensed but perform illegal operations or if they are

operating illegally without licence.

FISHING LICENCES

Those vessels which have or have had fishing licences

have very short term ones (sometimes less than 1 month)

which makes it even more difficult to control their

activities. Many vessels observed by the regional aerial

surveillance flights had expired licences or no licence at

all.

EXCLUSION ZONES

The legislation in Sierra Leone and Guinea provides for an

inshore exclusion zone (IEZ) of at least three nautical

miles. As Greenpeace witnessed, some vessels were

fishing extremely close to the coast (less than 1 nautical

mile) and sometimes inside the estuaries of rivers, which

clearly violates the rules. Sierra Leone and Guinea should

revise their regulations to exclude such destructive

fishing activities, especially from sensitive coastal areas.

environmental impact
According to the most recent estimates from FAO, 75% of

the world’s fish stocks are either fully exploited, over-

exploited or depleted. In the waters we visited, the

situation is even worse: over 80% of stocks in the Eastern

Central Atlantic are in these categories. Even more

alarming, the stocks which are over-exploited or depleted

have increased from less than 10% in 1975 to over 30%

today5.

Most of the vessels we saw were shrimp trawlers. Very

little information is available on the status of shrimp

stocks off Sierra Leone, Guinea or Guinea Bissau. The most

recent report by the main scientific advisory body to the

European Commission, the STECF, noted in April 2001 that

the most recent scientific working group to consider

shrimps in the area met in 1997, but that “No attempt has

ever been made to assess the state of these stocks.” The

same meeting noted that “No precautionary reference

points have been proposed for these stocks.”6

Trawling for shrimp is known to be one of the least

selective fisheries in the world. Discard rates of more then

10kg of shrimp, fish and other species discarded for every

kilo of shrimp kept for sale have been documented in

many areas. We witnessed this destruction first hand.

After obtaining permission from the skipper of the OK

Fish 9, we went on board to film their fishing operations

and details of their catches. As the net came up, the catch

was spread on deck for sorting. In addition to the shrimp,

some commercially important fish were kept and put in

boxes: small sole, black sea bream, snapper, squid and

croaker. However, large amounts of unwanted species

(crabs, starfish, various shellfish and young fish from the

commercial species) were simply thrown overboard, most

of them dead. Although we did not see any turtles from

the haul on the OK Fish 9, six species of sea turtles are

known to occur in West African waters and most have

been reported as incidental catch in shrimp trawls and

other fishing gears.

As these shrimp can be found very close to shore, and the

coastal states lack the means to keep the trawlers outside

the coastal band (minimum 3 miles), fishing vessels

operate very close to the coast. Obviously, the repeated

trawling of such shallow waters by so many vessels does

irrepairable damage to the sea bottom.

After the discard of by-catch, the prawns are packed

Discarding unwanted catch
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social impact
The negative impact of industrialised fisheries on local

fishing activities has been repeatedly documented in

many West African countries. Fishermen have to go

further out to sea to catch fish, with increased risks to

their safety. As the MV Greenpeace was sailing towards

Guinea Conakry, we saw a local canoe 30 miles out.

Pirate fishing further aggravates the problem of local

fishermen. Unfortunately, their voices are not heard and

their governments tend to ignore their rights and needs.

In some countries, such as Sierra Leone, the situation of

war which has prevailed for many years has allowed

uncontrolled fishing activities to thrive. Local fishermen

are trying to make a living in a situation of free-for-all,

while some derive benefits from both legal and illegal

fishing activities.

The situation sometimes leads to aberrant behaviours as

exemplified by the events which occurred on 11

September south of the Banana Islands in Sierra Leone.

The MV Greenpeace was at anchor. At approximately

0615, we heard shouting from a local canoe alongside.

Their net was wrapped around our anchor chain. It was

tied in a knot, which was cinched up below the surface.

We managed to untangle most of it but were forced to

cut a small remaining section away.

This net could not have been wrapped around our anchor

chain in the manner that it was, unless it was deliberately

put there. A net with floats on, it would have to go

completely under the ship twice and then over itself, all

the while not becoming tangled in our rudders or

propeller. This is physically impossible without human

intervention. The chief of the fishing canoe really wanted

to cut the net and he was disappointed when we

managed to untangle the majority of it. We provided the

necessary material to repair the bit of damaged net while

he was claiming large amounts of money.

Such attempts to extort money are symptomatic of the

situation in the country and show the lack of support

those fishermen get from the state to ensure that they

can maintain their livelihood by fishing.

safety of fishing vessels
We encountered many fishing vessels in a totally

dilapidated state. Most of them lacked the most basic

safety equipment or were simply not sea worthy, with

crew living in terrible conditions.

As a tragic confirmation, on 11 September, we received a

May Day and went to search for survivors of a sunken

fishing vessel. Only the skipper and a deckhand were

found. Nine men disappeared. Most of the other fishing

vessels in the area did not even stop fishing. The owners

will probably send another rusty wreck and the situation

will continue unless something is done to force those

unscrupulous boat owners to respect international rules

on safety of fishing vessels. We do not want this tragedy

to go unnoticed.

This is a summary of the events concerning the search

and rescue operation of that sunken fishing boat.

On the morning of 11 September, we were sailing off
Sierra Leone, keeping a minimum distance of 12 miles
off the coast. At 1015, we received a retransmission of a
Man Overboard emergency message by the fishing
vessel Miranda, the ship in distress was identified as
the F/V Estemar 5 (Korean-owned, registered to
Tikonko fishing Company of Sierra Leone - a company
called APEX is also mentioned as the owner in the
SOCU sightings).

At 1020, we proceeded, at full speed, to the distress
position. Our estimated time of arrival to that position
was at 1300. At 1245, before arriving to the exact
distress position, a large trace of oil in the water was
clearly visible as well as some mooring ropes, plastic
boxes and many other debris, presumably from the
ship in distress.

Local fishermen, Sierra Leone, under threat from pirate fishers

Fishing vessel in extremely poor condition
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From that moment, we set up a lookout group on the
bridge deck and on the crow’s nest, looking for
survivors. At 1430, a small boat with a Navy Officer
from Sierra Leone’s Navy informed us that nine crew
members of the fishing boat were missing. At 1445, we
launched two of our inflatable boats to spread out the
search and to have the chance of a better look for
survivors and of the debris in the water. At 1520, after
sailing in the distress area and around, without success
in the search of survivors or non-survivors, we
terminated the search operation.

Estemar 5 had been sighted by SOCU surveillance
flights fishing in prohibited zones in the EEZ of Sierra
Leone on 15 March 2000, 30 April 2000, 17 November
2000 and 11 January 2001 and had a licence to fish in
Sierra Leone until 31 January 2002.

las palmas: the atlantic’s
main pirate harbour
The port of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Canary Islands,

Spain) is particularly well known for supporting FOC

fishing fleets operating in the Atlantic Ocean. Greenpeace

has already highlighted the role of Las Palmas as a haven

for tuna pirate fishing vessels and reefers last year.

Although pirates transship their catch at sea onto reefers

for it to be transported to their main markets, the EU and

Japan, they also use Las Palmas as a base. Some of the

companies operating pirate vessels are also based there.

Most of the catch by vessels sighted during our

expedition – primarily shrimp – goes to the markets of

developed countries.

While European consumers might still be unaware of the

destruction left behind to provide them with their

favourite seafood, the EU must take measures to prevent

fish caught by vessels engaged in illegal fishing from

being traded or imported into its territory. This would

eliminate the economic incentive for such vessels and

companies to engage in such destructive activities.

It should be noted that South Africa has prohibited

landing by FOC tuna fishing vessels in its harbours. Cape

Town is one of the most important harbours for fishing

fleets and transport and resupply vessels in the Atlantic.

Some landings have been prohibited in some EU ports,

but the EU legislation is not strict enough. The EU control

regulation (Council Regulation 2847/93 as amended - Art.

28 octies)  provides some deterrence for foreign vessels

wishing to land in its harbours but it does not go far

enough.

When the catch is declared as having been taken on the

high seas, “the competent authorities shall authorise

landing only if it has been proved to their satisfaction by

the master or his representative that:

• the species retained on board have been caught

outside the regulatory areas of any competent

international organisations of which the Community

is a member, or

• the species retained on board have been caught in

compliance with the conservation and management

measures adopted by the relevant regional

organisation of which the Community is a member.”

The procedure and criteria for verifying the information

provided by the master are not specified. The EU should

further require that the fish be caught in compliance with

any  relevant fisheries organisation, not merely the ones

to which the EU belongs. In addition, as with many EU

regulations, the concrete application could be improved.

The EU should take stronger measures to ensure that its

harbours are closed to FOC fishing vessels and reefers as

well as to vessels which have been documented fishing

illegally.

According to the FAO plan of action to combat illegal

fishing7, the EU should also take measures to ensure that

importers, transshippers, buyers, consumers, equipment

suppliers, bankers, insurers, other services suppliers and

the public do not do business with vessels identified as

engaged in IUU fishing. Such measures could include

legislation that makes it a violation to conduct such

business or to trade in fish or fish products derived from

IUU fishing.

the EU’s responsibilities
The European Union, as one of the major fishing powers

and markets in the world, must face its responsibilities as

far as its ports, market, companies and fleets are

concerned. It also has the duty to help developing

countries to fight illegal fishing.

The EU and its Member States have made numerous

declarations on the need to help developing countries to

fight illegal fishing and step up their control andReefer from Belize in Las Palmas harbour
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surveillance systems. Although the EU’s interest is mainly

motivated by the fact that illegal fishing exacerbates the

competition for fish, it should be used to achieve concrete

results.

The European Commission has tabled a proposal which

will prevent the use of EU public money for the  transfer

of fishing vessels to Flag of Convenience countries. The

criteria proposed by the Commission is to deny subsidies

to EU companies whenever they want to re-flag their

vessels to countries that have been identified by the

relevant fisheries organisations as countries that permit

pirate fishing – fishing ‘in a manner which jeopardises the

effectiveness of international conservation measures’.

The European Parliament has adopted a resolution8 which

states that “the EU must continue to monitor the

application of and compliance with the international Law

of the Sea in third-country waters and must continue to

foster scientific research into both resources and

responsible fishing and trade, supporting these third

countries in combating flags of convenience and other

vessels, both EU owned and non-EU owned, which fish

illegally in their EEZs”. It also “calls for the Union to

support the establishment of an effective surveillance

and monitoring programme in the developing countries’

EEZs”.

The European Parliament will adopt at its December

plenary session the McKenna report and a resolution on

Flags of Convenience in fisheries. The report describes the

problem and the responsibility of the EU and the

resolution calls on the EU to adopt a number of measures

to combat what EU Fisheries Commissioner Franz Fischler

called “the scourge of today’s maritime world”9.

On 8 November, the EU Council of Development and Co-

operation Ministers adopted a resolution10 which calls for

“Support for sub-regional and regional cooperation for

promoting the conservation and management of

resources; support for national and regional efforts to

combat non-controlled and non-recorded illegal fishing

(IUU – illegal, unregulated, unreported) and particularly

eliminating flags of convenience” and “Reiterates that the

Community and the Member States must implement

fully the commitments, principles and objectives

approved within the United Nations and other competent

international organisations and in particular the United

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the Code

of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries and the United

Nations Agreement on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly

Migratory Fish Stocks.”

EU Development and Co-operation Ministers specifically

requested that, in ACP countries where fisheries is

important for poverty reduction, the fisheries sector

should become a priority for EC policy dialogue and

support in the context of aid programming (country and

regional strategy papers).

The EU must extend financial support to developing

countries for fisheries activities control through EU

Development and Co-operation policy, with particular

attention to the regional dimension of control operations

(eg in the case of West African countries, aid

programming through the Cotonou agreement11 should

include regional/national fishing activities control

support).

a regional approach 
The importance of co-operation at regional and sub-

regional level is crucial to effectively address a

phenomenon such as pirate fishing as well as to ensure

coherent management and conservation of fish stocks.

The same stocks, shared by many coastal states, are

pillaged by the same vessels moving from one EEZ to

another, escaping attempts to curtail their activities.

The 1995 United Nations Agreement on Straddling and

Highly Migratory Fish Stocks which will enter into force

on 11 December 2001 (ratified by Senegal and signed by

Mauritania and Guinea-Bissau) insists on the crucial role

played by regional and sub-regional organisations and on

the need to reinforce them.

The FAO IPOA calls for, among others:

• the institutional strengthening of regional and sub-

regional organisations with a view to enhancing their

capacity to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fishing;

• the cooperation in the exchange of information on

vessels engaged in or supporting IUU fishing, the

development and maintenance of records of vessels

fishing in the area of competence of a relevant

regional fisheries management organization,

including both those authorized to fish and those

engaged in or supporting IUU fishing;

• vessel monitoring systems;

• monitoring of landings;

• port control, and inspections;

Trawlers in Las Palmas harbour
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• regulation of transshipment;

• the development of boarding and inspection regimes 

• observer programmes.

It also suggests the definition of circumstances in which

vessels will be presumed to have engaged in or to have

supported IUU fishing. This could help develop measures,

such as those used by the International Commission for

the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), which allow

for the identification of vessels believed to be engaged in

fishing activities which diminish the effectiveness of

ICCAT’s management and conservation measures. ICCAT

has also proceeded to identify countries (both contracting

and non-contracting parties) which have such vessels

flying their flag. This has lead to the imposition of

multilateral trade restrictive measures concerning species

regulated by ICCAT.

The FAO IPOA also calls on States, acting through relevant

regional fisheries management organisations to compile

and make available on a timely basis, and at least on an

annual basis, to other regional fisheries management

organisations and to FAO, information relevant to the

prevention, deterrence and elimination of IUU fishing,

including estimates of the extent, magnitude and

character of IUU activities in the area of competence of

the regional fisheries management organization; details

of measures taken to deter, prevent and eliminate IUU

fishing; records of vessels authorized to fish and records

of vessels engaged in IUU fishing.

Such measures should be adopted by the relevant

regional and sub-regional fisheries organisations, i.e. the

Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic

(CECAF) and the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission.

The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission has developed a

programme of aerial surveillance funded by the Grand

Duchy of Luxembourg. The programme, implemented by

the Surveillance Operations Co-ordinating Unit, the

Luxembourg development agency (Lux-Development) and

the FAO, attempts to cover all the EEZs of its members12

plus Sierra Leone. But illegal fishing has not decreased as

expected. One of the reasons cited is the fact that

sightings by aerial surveillance are rarely followed by

inspections and/or arrests at sea and sanctions. But

although the results are not meeting the expectations,

the programme should be maintained until an alternative

is found, based on EU cooperation programmes as

mentioned above. If it were to be terminated, it would

leave the waters off some West African countries totally

open to pirate fishing.

There are also bilateral cooperation programmes.

Germany’s GTZ has been developing Mauritania’s

monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS) with good

results, it seems. Mauritania has two aircraft for

surveillance. The same seems to be true for Senegal

which has one surveillance airplane, the only one used for

regional surveillance missions. In Guinea however, the

programme funded by Canada does not seem to have

brought results.

Bilateral fisheries agreements between the EU and

countries in the region do provide for funding for the

development of MCS. Although this money might have

helped in some cases, this approach has some drawbacks.

First, the amount provided depends on the fishing

opportunities made available to the EU rather than the

real needs of the country concerned. Moreover, as it is a

commercial compensation, there is no legal basis to verify

whether this money is used to improve MCS. It is very

clear in the case of Guinea Conakry that the EU financial

aid for MCS provided for under the bilateral fisheries

agreement has not resulted in any notable improvement.

The FAO IPOA recognises that developing countries may

have difficulty in implementing some of these provisions,

due to lack of resources or expertise. Therefore it calls on

States, with the support of FAO and relevant international

financial institutions and mechanisms, to cooperate to

support training and capacity building and consider

providing financial, technical and other assistance to

developing countries so that they can more fully meet

their commitments under the IPOA and obligations under

international law.

1 See Greenpeace report Pirate Fishing Plundering the Oceans February

2001 (available from www.greenpeace.org)

2 According to Lloyds data base updated October 2001, Belize has 491

fishing vessels in its registry, Honduras 399 and Panama 235.

3 See Greenpeace report Pirate Fishing Plundering West Africa,
September 2001

4 The Standard Specifications for the Marking and Identification of

Fishing Vessels, endorsed by the FAO Committee on Fisheries in April

1989

5 FAO, The State of the World Fisheries and Aquaculture - 2000
6 Report of the STECF Sub-Group to Review Scientific Advice on Stocks

of Community Interest (SGRST), Brussels, 26-30 March 2001

7 The UN FAO International Plan of Action (IPOA) to Prevent, Deter and

Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing was

approved by the Committee on Fisheries by consensus on 2 March

2001. In doing so, the Committee urged all Members to take the

necessary steps to effectively implement the International Plan of

Action.

8 A5-0334/2001

9 See Fishing in Europe nr. 6 February 2001

10 Council Resolution “Fisheries and poverty reduction” 13076/01

11 New EU-ACP (Africa,Carribean, Pacific countries) signed in Cotonou

(Benin) on 23 June 2000. The EU and the ACP States concluded this

Agreement in order to promote the economic, cultural and social

development of the ACP States, with a view to contributing to peace

and security and to promoting a stable and democratic political

environment.

12 SRFC member states are Cape Verde, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-

Bissau, Mauritania and Senegal. Sierra Leone is not a member but

participates in the surveillance programme
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SIERRA LEONE

Long Way 010
Date 7 Sept 2001
Position 8º20’665 N 13º22’348 W
Distance from the coast 7.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length 35m

SOCU Infraction Report: sighted in Guinean
EEZ on 14 Mar 2000 without a licence

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Long Way No. 10
Registry Belize
Owner Dalian Marine Products
Address of owner China

Mu Jin 5
Date 8 Sept 2001
Position 7º30 N  13º13 W
Distance from the coast 6.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Mu Jin 9
Date 8 Sept 2001
Position 7º29’379 N  13º10’581 W
Distance from the coast 5.5 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign 9LFMJ9
Activity Fishing
Length –

Sewa 1
Date Sept 8, 2001
Position 8º17’973 N  13º21’073 W

Distance from the coast 8.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Sierra Leone licence number 20010039, expires
on 3 Jan 2001.

OK Fish 9  
Date 9 Sept 2001
Position 8º13’605 N  13º21’313 W
Distance from the coast 10.5 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign BKIZ1
Activity Fishing
Length –

Sierra Leone licence number 20010060, expires
on 31 Jan 2002.

SOCU Infraction Report: sighted in prohibited
fishing zone (15 Mar 2000, 17 Nov 2000, 6 Jan
2001).

Southern Cross Security data arrested and
fined twice since Dec 1999.

Greenpeace filmed on board.

Takamar 2
Date 9 Sept 2001
Position 8º12’814 N  13º18’509 W
Distance from the coast 9.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign 6CPQ
Activity Fishing
Length –

SOCU Infraction Report: unknown vessel with
call sign 6CPQ was fishing illegally in Sierra
Leone EEZ twice on 28 Jan 2000.

Miranda
Date 9 Sept 2001
Position 8º09’814 N  13º16’379 W
Distance from the coast 5.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Anchored
Length –

Crew asked us for help because they had
engine problems. Our engineers checked but
could not help because the engine had major
damage.

OK Fish 3
Date 10 Sept 2001
Position 8º05’118 N  13º14’019 W
Distance from the coast 1.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Sierra Leone licence number 20010056, expires
on 31 Jan 2002.

SOCU Infraction Report: sighted in prohibited
fishing zone (28 Jan 2000, 16 Nov 2000).

Southern Cross Security data arrested and
fined twice since Dec 1999.

OK Fish 19
Date 10 Sept 2001
Position 8º05’408 N  13º12’587 W
Distance from the coast 1.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign BXCF1
Activity Fishing
Length –

SOCU Infraction Report: sighted in prohibited
fishing zone (16 Nov 2000).

Southern Cross Security data arrested and
fined three times since Dec 1999.

OK Fish 7
Date 10 Sept 2001
Position 8º04’011 N  13º22’521 W
Distance from the coast 9.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign BYNB6
Activity Tied alongside mother ship OK Fish 32
for repairs
Length –

Sierra Leone licence number 20010058, expires
on 31 Jan 2002.

SOCU Infraction Report: sighted in prohibited
fishing zone (15 Feb 2000, 17 Nov 2000).

Southern Cross Security data arrested and
fined once since Dec 1999.

OK Fish 11
Date 10 Sept 2001
Position 8º01’224 N  13º12’860 W
Distance from the coast 5.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign BKT11
Activity Cruising
Length –

appendix 1
List of fishing vessels sighted in Sierra
Leone, Guinea Conakry and Guinea
Bissau during the MV Greenpeace
Expedition in September 2001

All positions, dates and times
documented with GPS in video
images.

Distances from the coast are +/- 1
nautical mile (NM)
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Sierra Leone licence number 20010062, expires
on 31 Jan 2002.

SOCU Infraction Report: sighted in prohibited
fishing zone (15 Feb 2000, 15 Mar 2000, 31 Mar
2000, 16 Nov 2000).

Southern Cross Security data arrested and
fined twice since Dec 1999.

OK Fish 32
Date 10 Sept 2001
Position 8º04’011 N  13º22í521 W
Distance from the coast 9.0 n mile
Type Reefer, used as mothership
Country/port of registry on hull Panama
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Servicing vessel OK Fish 7
Length –

Former names visible on hull: Dolphin Reefer
and Hai Feng 832. Greenpeace went on board
to film. Crew said Panamanian registry.

NO NAME
Date 10 Sept 2001
Position 8º04’91 N  13º10’85 W
Distance from the coast 4.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

There was no visible name on the ship. Crew
members said the vessel’s name is Palmera.
According to SOCU Infraction Report, a vessel
named Palmera 2 was sighted in the Sierra
Leone EEZ on 17 Apr 2001 without a licence.

GUINEA CONAKRY
Xifias IV
Date 12 Sept 2001
Position 9º28’950 N  14º04’953 W
Distance from the coast 14.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag Greece
Call sign SV5938
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 1 Jul to 27 Dec 2001.

Chaico 2
Date 12 Sept 2001
Position 9º42’683 N  14º04’390 W
Distance from the coast 16.0 n mile
Type Trawler 
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed 
Activity Fishing

Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 3 Jul to 1 Aug 2001.

Chaico 7
Date 12 Sept 2001
Position 9º42’935 N  14º04’554 W
Distance from the coast 16.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed 
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 8 Jul to 6 Aug 2001.

Djoliba III
Date 12 Sept 2001
Position 9º43’547 N  14º03’962 W
Distance from the coast 15.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 15 Jul to 12 Octr 2001.

Pardela 3
Date 12 Sept 2001
Position 9º43’108 N  14º03’873 W
Distance from the coast 15.0 n mile
Type Trawler 
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag Unidentifiable
Call sign Indistinguishable
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 15 Jul to 12 Oct 2001.

Long Way 009 - Lian Run 7
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º51’571 N  14º46’529 W
Distance from the coast 29.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Both names on hull.

Lian Run 7 had licence to fish in Guinean EEZ
beyond 10 miles for period 14 Jul to 11 Sept
2001.

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Long Way No. 9
Registry Belize
Owner Dalian Marine Products
Address of Owner China

Long Way 008 – Lian Run 3 or 8
(?)
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º51’762 N  14º46’358 W
Distance from the coast 29.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length

Both names on hull.

SOCU Infraction Report Long Way 008 sighted
in Guinean EEZ on 14 Mar 2000 and on 29 Apr
2000 without a licence.

Neither Lian Run 3 nor Long Way 008 had a
licence to fish in Guinean EEZ as of 19 Jul 2001.
However, Lian Run 8 had a licence to fish in the
Guinean EEZ beyond 10 miles for the period 13
Jul to 10 Sept 2001.

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Long Way No. 8
Registry Belize
Owner Dalian Marine Products
Address of Owner China

NO NAME
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º51’547 N  14º44’914 W
Distance from the coast 25.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

There was no visible name on the ship.

Lian Run 9 (?)
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º51í357 N  14º43í951 W
Distance from the coast 24.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Lian Run 9 had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ
beyond 10 miles for the period 13 Jul to 10 Sept
2001.

Lian Run 12 (Long Way 008 still
visible on hull)
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º51’375 N  14º43’704 W
Distance from the coast 24.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –
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Lian Run 12 had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ
beyond 10 miles for the period 13 Jul to 10 Sept
2001.

Long Way 007
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º51’398 N  14º43’395 W
Distance from the coast 24.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag Spanish(?)
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

SOCU Infraction Report Long Way 007 sighted
in Guinean EEZ on 22 Apr 2000 without a
licence.

Long Way 007 had no licence to fish in
Guinean EEZ as of 19 Jul 2001.
Lloyd’s List October 2001 Long Way No. 7
Registry Belize
Owner Dalian Marine Products
Address of Owner China

Long Way 009
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 9º55’682 N  14º41’409 W
Distance from the coast 22.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Different vessel from earlier ‘Long Way 009’.

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Long Way No. 9
Registry Belize
Owner Dalian Marine Products
Address of Owner China

Pardela (1)
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 10º07’348 N 14º38’187 W
Distance from the coast 10.0 n mile
Type Trawler 
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag Guinea
Call sign V3DC
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 30 Jun to 29 Jul 2001. Declared
registered in Belize.

705 Sur Este
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 10º08’192N  14º37’213 W
Distance from the coast 9.5 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None

Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 18 May to 15 Aug 2001.

Vessel was fishing within the 12 miles zone.
Observed by Greenpeace discarding small fish.
Crew spoke Korean.

Neptune 1
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 10º13’107 N  14º35’737 W
Distance from the coast 6.5 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Busan, South
Korea
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 13 Jul to 10 Sept 2001.

According to crew, the vessel goes every 2 years
to Las Palmas. They fish 70 to 80 tonnes in 50
days. Then a reefer picks up the catches.
Observed by Greenpeace discarding small fish.

Vaninda 26
Date 13 Sept 2001
Position 10º12’227 N  14º37’321 W
Distance from the coast 9.0 n mile
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Had a licence to fish in Guinean EEZ beyond 10
miles for period 2 July to 31 July 2001.

SOCU Infraction Report sighted on 22 June
2000 in Guinean EEZ fishing without a licence.

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Vaninda 26
Registry Belize
Owner Shema Fishing
Address of Owner Belize

According to list distributed by Belize at ICCAT
meeting Nov 2001, Vaninda 26 was notified on
2 Nov 2001 that it would be deleted from
Belize registry within 30 days for non-
compliance with fisheries legislation.

GUINEA BISSAU

Phocea
Date 14 Sept 2001
Position 11º18’795 N  17º06’024 W
Distance from the coast –
Type Reefer, ex-stern trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Belize

Flying flag Belize
Call sign Indistinguishable
Activity Transshipping
Length 100m

Was transshipping from Flipper 3.

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Phocea
Registry Belize
Owner Forsban Trading
Address of Owner Canary islands

Flipper 3
Date 14 Sept 2001
Position 11º18’795 N  17º06’024 W
Distance from the coast –
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Belize
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Transshipping
Length 70m

Was transshipping to Phocea

Flipper 1
Date 14 Sept 2001
Position 11º47’235 N  17º09’867 W
Distance from the coast –
Type Trawler
Country/port of registry on hull Belize
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Fishing
Length –

Lloyd’s List October 2001 Flipper 1
Registry Belize
Owner Forsban Trading
Address of owner Canary Islands

Spring Reefer
Date 14 Sept 2001
Position 11º58’934N  17º06’265 W
Distance from the coast –
Type Reefer
Country/port of registry on hull Belize
Flying flag None
Call sign Not displayed
Activity Anchored
Length –

Yuan Yu 2
Date 14 Sept 2001
Position 12º05’909 N  17º02’182 W
Distance from the coast –
Type Trawler 
Country/port of registry on hull Not displayed
Flying flag None
Call sign BXAG3
Activity Fishing
Length –
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